Outstanding Documentaries
Over the last 30 decades, American documentarians have regularly produced
quality feature-length documentaries, and 2021 was no exception. The Academy
of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences has recently short-listed 15 such films, which
will be cut down to five later this month to contend for the Oscar, given out in
March 27, 2021. I wanted to bring to my readers’ attention some of those films,
giving filmgoers a chance to see them in advance. While most of those chosen
have already had screenings in the DC area, the practice at some local cinemas
has been to show them in advance of Oscar night. Herewith I offer my own
capsule previews of a few of those pictures, likely to be replayed at indie film
outlets, such as the Landmark Cinema venues.
The First Wave -- An early glimpse of the US pandemic, this documentary
focuses on the early manifestation of the virus in New York City between March
and June 2020, when over 30,000 people were infected and some 2,000 died.
Director Matthew Heineman produced this fine example of that phenomenon with
great taste and restraint. For example, he treats the grisly reality of COVID-19
victims being stacked in refrigerated trucks matter-of-factly and at a distance. not
dwelling on the lurid elements of their passing. Also, because this outbreak
happened early on, it does not deal with the political issues that developed later
in the pandemic coverage.
“The First Wave” is a kind of origin story, with a focus on the victims and the
health care staffers struggling to do something for their patients. At a time when
there were no vaccines to ease the suffering, Heineman and his team
concentrate on using interviews with frustrated care givers and families of
victims, not those who were sick (some of whom do not make it). Highlighting
family members’ concerns, such as lacking personal access to their loved ones,
is heart-rending, and the inability of caregivers to mitigate this ravaging sickness
is crushing (this film is rated “R” and runs 93 minutes).
Summer of Soul -- An utterly different vision of New York City comes in the
package of “Summer of Soul,” the resuscitation of a long-forgotten music
performances at the 1969 Harlem Cultural Festival held at a city park. The
festival, featuring iconic Black performers from B.B. King through Mahalia
Jackson to Sly and the Family Stone, lasted for six weeks in mid-summer 1969
and totaled an audience of 300,000 souls. Now that event can be joyfully
witnessed 50 years after tapes of the shows were discovered stored in a
basement. Noted bandleader Questlove and an editing team got ahold of the
material and made it live again.
It is a wonderful time capsule into Black consciousness in the late 1960’s, a
period of burgeoning Black Power, showing flamboyant, African-inspired dress,
and the opening of new avenues for Black expression. The film brings out this

awareness through over-voice narration from thrilled attendees at the event, one
of whom remembers the crowd as if he “was seeing royalty.” The pervasive
crowd shots are vivid reminders of a high point in Black life, a whole people
grooving to the rhythms of its diverse culture (The film runs 118 minutes and is
rated “PG-13”).

The Rescue -- A heart-pounding story of a rescue that gripped the world in
mid-summer 2018 after a group of 12 young Thai boys (age 11 to 16) and their
football coach were isolated by a flood in the Tham Luang cave in far Northern
Thailand. All were found alive clinging to life on an exposed rock formation, but
retrieving them was daunting.
The Thai government and military (Thai Navy Seals) undertook a rescue, but
it was the efforts of thousands of others, including two Englishmen (Rick Stanton
and John Volanthen) and one Australian doctor—the last three weekend amateur
cave-divers--that did most to carry out the extraction. It is an ultimate feel-good
movie because we know, going in, that all were saved.
"The Rescue,” directed by Jimmy Chin and Elizabeth Vasarhelyi (“Free
Solo”) tells its story in both real footage and interviews with the rescuers.
They reveals the peculiar mentality of the dedicated cave divers--solitary,
unathletic souls who found the right usage of their particular skills. It also
provides an expert, 3D-graphics-enhanced procedural recreation of the
perilous extraction process, with divers having to sedate the boys (so as not
to panic them) and haul them out one-by-one. It is amazing that, despite all
the differences in nationalities, training culture, and languages, a dogged
cadre of non-professional cave divers succeeded in this unbelievable
rescue (rated “PG-13”, the film runs 107 minutes).

